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What should you be in touch with your MP about?
MPs are members of parliament who are elected into office every
four years. Their role is to represent their constituents on issues
that affect the country nationally; i.e. with Brexit negotiations,
immigration law and issues of tuition fees. They are entitled to you as
your constituents to represent your concerns with regards to issues
that they can debate at a national level.
For example; are you concerned about the state of your local
hospital? This would be relevant as this is directly linked to NHS
funding. Or are you concerned about immigration detention centres?
This is again is relevant. Would you write to your MP about a pothole
on yoru road? Maybe not! So the topics you should be getting in touch
with your MP must be applicable to national politics.
Top tips
Be concise. Remember MPs get hundreds of emails every day.
Try to be as clear as possible, use direct and simple language.
Separate what would you like your MP to do in Parliament, and what
long term outcomes would you like to see.

How to draft a template letter
Writing a letter to your MP is usually the first step to catching
an their attention. Are you stuck on the format and style of how
you should be writing to them? Don’t worry! Please see this
example of a letter to an MP from Right to Remain. This example
uses the issue of Immigration Detention which is entirely
relevant to our People Not Numbers campaign, so please feel
free to use it. If you aren’t writing about detention, make sure
you use a similar structure, style and demand when writing to
your MP.
How to lobby your MP
Lobbying your MP is useful in any form of campaigning. STAR
(Student Action For Refugees) have written this brilliant set of
instructions which let you know how to set up meetings with
MPs, how to write to them and all about Parliamentary
processes.
Remember- MP's are there to serve you whatever political
party they represent. Make sure you Lobby them as a key
democratic avenue for any campaign or cause that is of
importance to you or your community

